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SYNOPSIS 

A Philips 1220 X-ray spectrometer (semi-automatic) was fully automated by the addition of a 
custom-built automatic sample-loader constructed at the National Institute for Metallurgy and a 
Texas 980A mini-computer. The mini-computer was interfaced to the existing control circuits of the 
X-ray spectrometer through a custom-built logic-circuit unit that controls the automatic 
sample-loader and X-ray spectrometer on instructions received from the mini-computer. The 
controlling software is written in BASIC. 

SAMEVATTING 

'n Philips-1220 X-straalspektrometer (halfoutomaties) is ten voile outomaties gemaak deur die 
byvoeging van 'n outomatiese monsterlaaier, wat op bestelling by die Nasionale Instituut vir 
Metallurgie gebou is, en 'n Texas-980A-minirekenaar. 

Die minirekenaar is aan die bestaande kontrolekringe van die X-straal-spektrometer gekoppel 
deur 'n logikakringeenheid wat op bestelling gebou is en wat die outomatiese monsterlaaier en 
X-straalspektrometer beheer op instruksies wat van die minirekenaar ontvang word. Die 
kontroleprogrammatuur word in BASIC geskryf. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years manufacturers of X-ray spectrometers have marketed automated sequential 

X-ray spectrometers. Although these instruments are not as fast as simultaneous X-ray spectrometers 
for multi-element analysis, they retain the versatility of a sequential spectrometer while being more 
productive owing to automation. 

At the National Institute for Metallurgy (NIM), the volume and variability of the samples 
received for analysis justify the use of an automated sequential X-ray spectrometer but not a 
simultaneous instrument. The taking of measurements overnight would increase the amount of 
instrument time available and the productivity, and automation with suitably built-in controls, in 
addition to increasing the productivity further, would eliminate human error. 

A drawback of the automated X-ray spectrometers available commercially at present is that the 
automatic sample-loaders can load only sequentially. Furthermore, the spectrometers are controlled 
by logic circuits, in which desired sets of instrumental parameters are selected by the operation of 
toggle switches, or by micro-computer» operated in a similar fashion. Whereas this method of 
programming for the automated spectrometer has the advantage of simplicity, it is much less versatile 
than full computer control of instrumental parameters and sample-loading. One older model X-ray 
spectrometer does use a computer to control instrumental parameters, to select sample-chamber 
positions, and to process data, but it has the following disadvantages: 

(a) the software supplied by the manufacturer is very difficult for the user to change, 
(b) it "s difficult for the user to write his own software, 
(c) the sample-chamber can hold only four samples at a time, and, as no automatic 

sample-loader is available, unattended overnight runs are not possible, potential 
instrument time being lost, and 

(d) only 24 preset goniometer angles can be selected for any one run. 
At the start of this project (November 1974), no commercially available automated sequential 

X-ray spectrometer altogether satisfied the particular needs of NIM. It was therefore decided that an 
existing Philips PW 1220 X-ray spectrometer should be automated by the construction of an 
automatic sample-loader and the interfacing of the X-ray spectrometer and sample-loader to a Texas 
980A mini-computer. 

This report describes in detail the X-ray spectrometer-sample-loader-computer system that was 
finally adopted, and the modifications made to the original instruments and components of the 
system. 
2. THE SYSTEM ADOPTED 

The system consists of three basic units (Figure 1); 
the X-ray spectrometer, 
the sample-loader, and 
the mini-computer. 

The X-ray spectrometer and sample-loader are completely controlled by software, which is 
written in BASIC. The data are transferred direct to the mini-computer for processing or listing on the 
teletype terminal. Each of the basic units is discussed in more detail in the following sections. 

2.1. The X-ray Spectrometer 
A Philips PW 1220 semi-automatic X-ray spectrometer modified as follows is used in the system. 
(a) A titanium primary beam filter unit, available from Philips without the control circuit, is 

mounted in the sample-chamber. The control circuit for this unit was custom-built so that it 
is compatible with the rest of the system. 

(b) A stepping motor, interfaced to the mini-computer instead of the existing 24-channel 
motor-cam unit, is used to drive the goniometer mechanism and can be stopped at any 20 
angle specified to two decimal places. Therefore, any number of 20 angles can be selerted. 
This feature is useful when more than 24 29 angles are necessary for any particular run, or 
when computer-controlled scans for qualitative analyses have to be done. 

(c) A section of the front panel immediately above the sample-chamber was cut away so that 
the automatic sample-loader (Figure 2) can be inserted and removed. 

(d) The crystal attenuator unit mounted inside the cabinet has three variable ten-turn 
potentiometers in series with the circuit (Figure 2). This permits finer setting of the 
attenuation for each of the three crystals that can be selected. 

The spectrometer is interfaced to the mini-computer through the controlling logic-circuit unit 
that is mounted in the sample-loader, the existing Philips interface connecting panels being used as far 
as possible. All the instrumental parameters that can be selected on the front-panel control console of 
PW 1220 spectrometers (semi-automatic) can be controlled by the mini-computer. The 
mini-computer also controls the selection of 29 angles by way of the stepping-motor drive and the 
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AUTOMATION OF X-RAY SPECTROMETER 

positioning of the titanium primary beam filter, and the kV and mA settings (Philips PW 1140/60 
generator). Standard Philips relays for controlling kV and mA settings are interfaced via the 
logic-circuit control unit to the mini-computer. 

2.2. The Sample-loader 
The sample-loader was constructed in the workshops of NIM. Figure 3 shows the sample-loader 

in outline. The sample-holders for the magazine were specially machined, the design being similar to 
that of the iron holder offered by Philips but having a non-tapered internal diameter of 32 mm. The 
magazine consists of a table that can be driven up or down the X-axis. The magazine can hold up to 
120 sample-holders mounted on six detachable trays, each with a capacity of 20 holders. The 
crane-grab unit immediately above the magazine can be driven up or down the Y-axis, so that any 
sample-holder can be selected by correct positioning of the magazine and crane. The crane can then be 
driven to a position above the well of the sample-chamber and the holder inserted into the 
sample-chamber. Sample-holders are lifted and lowered by the driving of the grab unit (Figure 3) up 
or down the Z-axis by a stepping motor. The grab action is mechanical and is activated by an electric 
solenoid. The lid for the sample well that seals the sample-chamber when vacuum is being used has a 
special rest position when not in use, and is moved onto the well opening and to its rest position by the 
same crane-grab unit that is used for the sample-holders. The sample-loader can be controlled either 
by the computer, or manually by use of a hand console. The 15 cm sections of the bar rails of the 
crane-grab unit, immediately above the sample-chamber, are detachable so that the head of the 
sample-chamber can be removed for cleaning and maintenance. 

2.3. The Mini-computer 
A Texas 980A mini-computer is used for control of the system. The computer operates in BASIC 

on a time-shared basis, and the interpreter programme takes up about 6K of the available 36K core 
memory. The residual 30K core memory is divided among several users, each having a fixed region of 
the core memory. The X-ray spectrometer-sample-loader system can be controlled from any one of 
the teletype terminals interfaced to the mini-computer. A minimum of 10K memory is required for a 
complete analytical programme (including the interpreter), and up to 20K for a programme of silicate 
analysis using influence factors. 

2.4 Special Control Functions 
The original BASIC interpreter was modified by the incorporation of special functions for the 

control of the spectrometer-loader system. The special control functions are called in a BASIC 
computer programme in the same way as are functions for sine, cosine, integer, and square root. The 
control functions are listed in Table 1. 

When the power is switched on, the sample-loader automatically goes into calibration mode for 
the logic control unit by driving the crane-grab unit and the magazine table to the limit switches. The 
function XBB is calibrated by driving of the crane-grab unit and magazine table, by use of the manual 
console, to a position (e.g., 25) where both units are off the limit switches. The sample-loader is reset 
to automatic on the manual console and -122 is entered as the argument for function XBB. This 
procedure also sets the kV and mA values on the X-ray generator to the lowest values possible under 
computer control (20 kV, 4 mA) and transfers control of the kV and mA to the computer. When the 
power is switched on, the goniometer will automatically go into the calibration mode. The goniometer 
is calibrated by setting of the goniometer to any convenient integer 20 angle (e.g., 5O,OO°20). The 
negative value of this angle multiplied by 100 is then entered as the argument for the goniometer 
function XII (e.g., -5000). The goniometer stepping motor will now lock, indicating that the 
goniometer has bee i calibrated. In the selection of any 20 angle, the angle multiplied by 100 (positive 
integer) is entered as the argument for function XII. The range of 20 angles covered is from 0,01 "20 to 
150,00*20. As a check of whether an operation has been completed, the special function last-called is 
called with a zero argument. If the operation has been completed, a positive number is returned; 
otherwise, a negative number is returned. Table 2 lists the number returned in the answer variable 
when a special function is called with a zero argument. 

3. PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM 
The spectrometer-sample-loader system has functioned as planned. The counting statistics of the 

system are as good as they were before the spectrometer was automated, indicating that the 
goniometer angle is accurately reproduced and that sample-holders are correctly loaded by the 
sample-loader. The time taken for the sample-loader to load a holder from the magazine position 
furthest from the sample-chamber (holder 120) is about 20 seconds if the crane-grab unit is above 
holder 120. If the crane-grab unit is located at a holder other than that to be loaded, the loading time 
would be longer. The average loading time is estimated as about 25 seconds and is considered to be 
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AUTOMATION OF X-RAY SPECTROMETER 

TABLE 1 

Special Control Functions 

Name of Argument Effect 
function 

X A A 1 Lift holder 
X A A 2 Release holder 
X A A 3 Lift lid 
X A A 4 Release lid 
X B B 1-120 Position crane-grab unit over appropriate holder in magazine 
X B B 121 Position crane-grab unit over rest position of vacuum lid 
X B B 122 Position crane-grab unit over well of sample-chamber 
X C C 1 Select flow counter 
X C C 2 Select scintillation counter 
XCC 3 Select both flow and scintillation counters 
X D D 1 Select fine collimator 
X D D 2 Select coarse collimator 
X D D 3 Move primary beam filter out 
X D D 4 Move primary beam filter in 
X D D 5 Switch vacuum pump off 
X D D 6 Switch vacuum pump on 
X D D 7 Switch spinner off 
X D D 8 Switch spinner on 
X E E 1 Select crystal order 1-1 
X E E 2 Select crystal order 1-2 
X E E 3 Select crystal ordei 2-1 
X E E 4 Select crystal order 2-2 
X E E 5 Select crystal order 3-1 
X E E 6 Select crystal order 3-2 
X F F 1 Select sample-chamber position 1 
X F F 2 Select sample-chamber position 2 
X F F 3 Select sample-chamber position 3 
X F F 4 Select sample-chamber position 4 
X G G 20 Set kV to 20 
X G G 30 Set kV to 30 
X G G 40 Set kV to 40 
X G G 50 Set kV to 50 
X G G 60 Set kV to 60 
X G G 70 Set kV to 70 
X G G 80 Set kV to 80 
X G G 90 Set kV to 90 
X H H 4 Set mA to 4 
X H H 7 Set mA to 7 
X H H 10 Set mA to 10 
X H H 14 Set mA to 14 
X H H 20 Set mA to 20 
X H H 30 Set mA to 30 
X H H 40 Set mA to 40 
X H H 60 Set mA to 60 
X H H 80 Set mA to 80 
X I I 2(9 angle x l 0 0 Move goniometer to specified 20 angle 
XJJ 1-998 Activate timer for value of argument in seconds, automatic start and stop for scaler 

X K K 1-998 Activate timer for value of argument in seconds, no start-stop signal for scaler 
X L L 1 Transfer data into the answer variable. 
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TABLE 2 

Significance of value of answer variable after zero argument call 

Name Value of 
of answer Meaning of value of answer variable 

function variable 

For all *\ -1 Busy on entry* 
special \ 

functions^ -2 Error 
XAA and XBB -3 Sample-loader in manual mode 

XBB 1 X-axis, zero limit 
XBB 2 X-axis, upper limit 
XBB 4 Y-axis, zero limit 
XBB 8 Y-axis, upper limit 
XBB 5 X-and Y-axis, both zero limit 
XBB 6 X-axis, upper limit; Y-axis, zero lif-t 
XBB 9 X-axis, zero limit; Y-axis, upper limit 
XBB 10 X-axis, upper limit; Y-axis, upper limit 

*Time must be allowed for functions XCC. XDD (arguments 3 to 8), 
XEE, and XHH to run to completion because there is no 'ready' 
signal from the spectrometer to signify completion of these opera
tions. 

satisfactory. The goniometer is driven at a rate of l"26 per second, so that the moving of the 
goniometer between settings takes little time. Other instrumental parameters require the same time 
for setting as before automation. The system is very reliable and has run unattended for periods as 
long as 30 hours. 

4. CONCLUSION 
The automated X-ray-spectrometer system described in this report has proved to be a versatile 

and powerful analytical tool. 
The use of a mini-computer that operates in BASIC to control the system largely eliminates the 

disadvantages of complete computer control in that the programmes can be changed easily (no 
lengthy compilation procedure as for FORTRAN or ASSEMBLER languages is necessary). It is 
estimated that the productivity of the modified X-ray spectrometer is four times that of the original 
because of the extra instrument time available and because of the elimination of human error. The 
modified spectrometer (which virtually eliminates the cost of an operator) costs much less to run than 
does a manually operated instrument. 
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FIGURE 2 Modifications made to the X-ray spectrometer 
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FIGURE 3 Sample-loader in outline 


